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A Brief Introduction
System Analyzer™ is a comparative analysis tool for preliminary
evaluations of HVAC systems based on energy and economic
performance. Use it to compare virtually any combination of air
distribution system(s) and cooling/heating equipment for a
specific building type and weather location. Then use the
program’s professional-looking reports and graphs to help weigh
the benefits of prospective system designs.
If you’re new to the program, you’ll discover that the
straightforward, logically organized entries and built-in templates
can help even an HVAC novice create a complete analysis in as
little as 10 minutes. Experienced users can model more complex
HVAC scenarios by customizing the templates and libraries.

Package contents and system requirements
The System Analyzer program includes these components:
■ TRACE™ Family CD-ROM with executable files, online Help—

everything you need to install and run the program
■ System Analyzer Getting Started manual

Refer to the ReadMe file on the CD-ROM for details about the
operating system and hardware that are required to run the
program.

What’s new
We completely redesigned System Analyzer to integrate it into
the TRACE family of HVAC design and analysis tools. The program
now uses the same calculation engine as that of our tried-and-true
TRACE 700 building load and energy analysis program. This
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approach provides two important benefits: Now you can easily
import your preliminary System Analyzer evaluations of
prospective HVAC designs into TRACE 700 for further refinement
and comprehensive analysis. Also, integrating the two programs
makes it easier for us to add new features—which means that
you can expect more frequent upgrades.
But more importantly, System Analyzer version 6 was developed
to better meet your HVAC evaluation needs. Here are a few
highlights:
■ Smooth, stable operation. We changed the programming

language to make System Analyzer compatible with the latest
Windows operating systems.
■ Streamlined entries. The redesigned work area and built-in

templates make it easy to quickly define a building, weather
location, and HVAC systems with as much or as little detail as
you want. Collapsible lists in the new “project navigation” pane
replace menus, providing instant access to every aspect of the
project.
■ Expanded modeling capabilities. With System Analyzer

version 6, you now can model makeup-air units, heating-only
airside systems, and a building with five (rather than two)
thermal zones.
■ Simplified file-sharing. It’s no longer necessary to export

information from System Analyzer libraries when sharing your
project files with others. Each .sa file contains all of the details
for a project.

Installing (and uninstalling) System Analyzer
The System Analyzer program must be installed on your hard disk
or a LAN drive; you cannot run the program from the CD-ROM.
The ReadMe file on the CD-ROM provides step-by-step
installation instructions.

Uninstalling the program
If you ever need to remove the System Analyzer program from
your computer, use Add or Remove Programs in the Windows
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Control Panel. This utility will delete all System Analyzer files—
except for those shared by other applications and those that you
created (project files and custom definitions of equipment and/or
utility companies).

Starting System Analyzer
Start the System Analyzer program just as you would any other
Windows program, by doing one of the following:
■ Double-click the System Analyzer icon on the desktop.
■ On the Start menu, point to Programs and C.D.S.

Applications; then click System Analyzer 6.

Learning to use System Analyzer
The System Analyzer program was specifically designed so that
anyone with a basic knowledge of HVAC systems can easily
prepare a design analysis or comparison.

This manual
The Getting Started manual will acquaint you with:
■ How the program works (Chapter 2)
■ The System Analyzer workspace (Chapter 3)
■ How to create an analysis, step by step (Chapters 4–10)
■ The reports and graphs of the analysis results (Chapters 11–12)

Tips like this one appear
throughout the manual to
provide helpful hints and
additional insight into how
the program works.

Read the manual from cover to cover, or skip directly to Chapter 4
to begin using the program by recreating the sample analysis
project.
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Online Help
System Analyzer’s online Help describes how to perform basic
tasks. It also provides detailed information about each program
entry. To open online Help, do one of the following:
■ On the Help menu, click Contents.
■ Press F1 for the Help topics related to the currently displayed

screen.
■ Click the Help button on the toolbar.

Web resources
Additional sources of information and help are available in the
Software area of the Trane Web site. Visit www.tranecds.com for
access to our online knowledge base, download center, and
training opportunities, and to subscribe for notifications about
program updates.

Technical support
Your license agreement (renewed annually) entitles you to
continued use of the program, free program upgrades, and the
latest documentation. As a Trane C.D.S. customer, you’re also
eligible for free technical assistance from the experienced HVAC
engineers and software specialists in our support center.
Support center hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (central time),
Monday through Thursday; and 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Friday.
phone • 608-787-3926
fax • 608-787-3005
Web site • www.tranecds.com
e-mail • cdshelp@trane.com
conventional mail • TRANE
Attn: C.D.S. Group 12-2
3600 Pammel Creek Road
La Crosse, WI 54601-7599

Comments?
We are committed to continually improving our HVAC design
and analysis tools. As you use System Analyzer and discover
opportunities to improve its usability, or if you encounter
difficulties, please take a moment to let us know by e-mail, fax,
or phone.
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How System Analyzer Works

Key concepts
Alternatives
An alternative represents a particular combination of building
and/or HVAC system characteristics. System Analyzer lets you
define and compare up to four alternatives within the same
project.

Systems and plants
Airside system represents the arrangement of air paths that
carry air to and from the building zones. The program can model
17 types of airside systems in three categories: constant volume,
variable volume, and heating only.
Plant refers to the mechanical equipment that conditions (heats,
cools), filters, and/or moves air, usually to keep occupants
comfortable. Examples include packaged air conditioners, air
handlers, chillers, boilers, and auxiliary equipment, such as pumps
and cooling towers.

Libraries and templates
Libraries provide the attributes of commonly used construction
materials, equipment, base utilities, weather, and scheduling—all
of which the System Analyzer program uses to calculate building
loads and equipment energy consumption. Much of the
information in these libraries reflects the design parameters
published in the ASHRAE Handbook–Fundamentals and similar
industry references.
Note: The program includes a separate Library/Template Editors
utility that helps you customize the libraries of building schedules,
utility rates, and cooling, heating, and thermal storage equipment.
See online Help for more information.
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Each building type, airside system type, and plant type serves as
a template that provides nearly all of the information necessary to
complete a preliminary performance analysis. You can rely on the
default values in the template or change them to more closely
match a prospective or existing design.

What the program does
System Analyzer automates four sets of calculations, which
simulate building and equipment cooling and heating loads to
predict the energy consumption and life-cycle costs of the HVAC
system.
■ Building cooling and heating loads based on local weather
■ Equipment cooling and heating loads
■ Energy consumed by the HVAC system
■ Costs of owning and operating the HVAC system

To complete these calculations, the program uses information
about the building, its location (weather), and the HVAC systems
under consideration. Most of this information is provided
automatically when you identify the geographic location, building
type, and system type.
Here’s a brief explanation of the program’s methodology.

Weather
System Analyzer predicts the effect of typical weather on building
loads by simulating the operation of the building and its services
for a “reduced” year. In other words, for each month of a year, the
program calculates the “actual” energy consumption during three
24-hour day types—Weekday, Saturday, and Sunday—and then
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multiplies each result by the number of occurrences of that day
type (Figure 2-1).
Figure 2-1 Basis for calculating monthly energy consumption
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Example:
March energy consumption = (Weekday × 23) + (Saturday × 4) + (Sunday × 4)

The program’s “weather” library contains weather profiles
(Figure 2-2) for many geographic locations. Each weather profile
includes dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures, enthalpies, air
pressures, solar radiation, and cloud cover for the seasons in that
location. System Analyzer uses:
■ “Typical” weather (historical temperatures) to calculate

the Weekday, Saturday, and Sunday energy consumption for
each month

Figure 2-2 July temperature profile for San Francisco
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■ “Design” weather (ASHRAE 2.5%, worst-case

temperatures)—along with a cooling design day type—to
calculate each month’s peak energy demand

Building loads
Because it’s a comparative analysis tool for preliminary
evaluations, the System Analyzer program generalizes the load
characteristics of a building. It treats all buildings, regardless of
type or size, as rectangular and divided into five thermal zones—
four along the perimeter and one in the interior (Figure 2-3). The
depth of each perimeter zone equals the distance between the
exterior wall and the interior zone.
Figure 2-3 Typical building in System Analyzer (plan view)

Calculations performed during this simulation define the building
cooling and heating loads at design conditions based on the
weather location and the description of the building. This
description includes the type of building, its layout and
construction, and the utilization schedules for occupancy, lights,
and miscellaneous loads. (Much of this information is provided
when you select a building type. See Chapter 5 or online Help for
more information.)
Loads in each zone are calculated independently and without
thermal interaction between zones. It’s also assumed that all
internal loads and ventilation are evenly distributed throughout the
building.

Airside systems
To simulate operation of the airside systems in the building, the
program performs calculations that determine the equipment
loads for air-moving, cooling, and heating based on the heat gains
and losses determined during the building load simulation.
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System Analyzer then combines the resulting 24-hour building
load profiles for each month with coil and fan capacities to
determine the effect on the HVAC system and to calculate
required airflows.

Cooling and heating plants
The objective of the plant simulation is to predict how much
energy the cooling, heating, and air-handling equipment will
consume each month of the year. To accomplish this, the program
relies on the “equipment” library for performance information
(full-load consumption rates, percentage of power consumed, and
curves for unloading and ambient relief) about each piece of
equipment in the system. The building load profiles generated
during the airside system simulation provide the hourly demands
for cooling, heating, and airflows.
The program also adjusts equipment performance based on the
ambient wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperatures in the weather
profile.

Economic performance
System Analyzer’s economic simulation automates life-cycle cost
calculations to enable decision-making based on financial criteria,
such as simple payback period, yearly net present value of cash
flows, internal rate of return, and summation of discounted cash
flows.
Monthly utility costs are calculated by applying the utility rates
(that you define) to the energy consumption and demand values
that were calculated during the “plant” simulation. Installed cost,
maintenance expense, and other economic factors are applied to
project the life-cycle cost for the proposed design.
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Work Area Basics

Layout
The System Analyzer work area (Figure 3-1) is divided into two
main areas or panes: a “project navigation” pane and a “project
details” pane.

Project navigation pane
After you open a file, three collapsible lists in the “project
navigation” pane on the left side of the screen provide quick
access to information about the project:
■ The File name list, mytutorial in this case, shares the same

name as the current file. Use it to create or switch between

Figure 3-1 System Analyzer work area
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alternatives, and to change information that’s common to all
alternatives (weather location and economic parameters). A
points to the current alternative.
Note: System Analyzer displays a list of recently opened files
when you start the program. Click a listed file to open it, or use
the File menu to locate some other existing project or to
create a new one.
■ The Alternative list helps you move between “worksheets” to
The collapsible Alternative
list organizes the
“worksheets,” which define
an alternative, in a logical
sequence. But most
information can be entered
in any order.

provide details about the building, airside systems, cooling and
heating plants, utilities, and HVAC costs for a particular
alternative. Clicking an item in this list displays the
corresponding worksheet in the adjacent pane. A points to
the worksheet that’s currently displayed.
■ The Reports list provides links to the input and output reports

for the project. (Some reports only become available after the
program completes the analysis calculations.) “Input” reports
summarize the data that were used to complete the
calculations. “Output” reports show the results of those
calculations. A points to the report that’s currently displayed
in the adjacent window.

Project details pane
The “project details” pane on the right side of the screen displays
the details for the current alternative, worksheet, or report.
Default values are provided for most worksheet entries, based on
the type of building, airside system, or plant that was selected.
Most entries can be edited.
Links at the bottom of this pane let you move to the next
worksheet (or report) or return to the previous one.

Menus and toolbar
Menus across the top of the main System Analyzer window
organize the commands that help you manage and work with your
analysis projects. A toolbar directly below the menus provides
one-click access to the most commonly used commands. (See
Figure 3-1, p. 3–1.)
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Color cues
As you work with System Analyzer, you’ll notice that some
worksheet entries appear in a pale yellow box (Figure 3-2). The
values displayed in these entries come from one of the program’s
libraries of predefined equipment, construction materials, utilities,
weather, and schedules. In some cases, you can change the
displayed value. A “restore library values” link lets you reset the
entry to the original default value.
Blue text identifies commands and hyperlinks. (An underline
appears under the text when you point to it.)
Aqua bars with headings divide worksheets into groups of related
entries.
Dimmed entries cannot be edited.

Figure 3-2 Colors identify links and library values
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Setting preferences
Preferences are options that let you “tell” the program how you
want it to work. Your choices remain in effect until you change
them. In the case of System Analyzer (Figure 3-3), you can choose
English I-P or metric SI units of measure, a default city for
weather, and file locations for projects and libraries.
To review and/or change your preferences, open the Tools menu
and click Preferences.

Figure 3-3 Preferences dialog box
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Tutorial
Setting up an analysis
The best way to learn how to use the System Analyzer™ program
is to try it. Chapters 4–10 will guide you through the steps and
most basic entries needed to perform an analysis. Along the way,
you’ll find out how to choose a weather location, select and define
equipment, add options, and create alternatives.

Note: To complete this tutorial, you must successfully install
System Analyzer on your computer and possess a working
knowledge of the Windows® operating system. The instructions
and accompanying illustrations are based on the Windows XP
operating system.
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Step 1—Create a New Project

Scenario
You and the design engineer are engaged in the planning stage for
a new office building. The building owner isn’t sure what type of
HVAC system to install, so the design engineer wants to provide a
preliminary comparison of two candidate systems: a small chilled
water system with variable-volume air distribution (Alternative 1)
and a high-efficiency water-source heat pump system
(Alternative 2).
Although the building design is far from complete, you know that:
■ The building will be located in Tampa, Florida.
■ Most of the space will be used as offices.
■ The building will have four floors and will occupy approximately

80,000 square feet.
Note: The main objective of this tutorial is to quickly familiarize
you with the “look and feel” of System Analyzer so that you can
comfortably explore the program’s functionality on your own. For
that reason, the tutorial relies on the default values for the
selected building, system, and plant types. If you’re puzzled about
a particular entry, press F1 to check online Help for an explanation.
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Starting a new file
For this tutorial, you’ll create a new project. To do so:
1 Start the System Analyzer program.
2 Click the Start a new file link on the right side of the screen
(Figure 4-1). Or, if you prefer, open the File menu and click
New.
The program will open a New File worksheet that prompts you for
general information about the project.

Figure 4-1 Starting a new System Analyzer project
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Providing overview information
Whenever you start a new analysis, it’s important to assign a file
name. On the New File worksheet (Figure 4-2):
1 Type mytutorial in the File Name text box. (Do not use
punctuation marks or special characters.) The program will give
the file a .sa extension and save it in the Projects folder unless
you choose a different location.
Note: The program regularly saves your entries as you add
details about the project, which is why File Name is a required
entry. System Analyzer will not let you continue until you name
the file.

If you wish, you can add
background information later.
Simply click the Home
button in the toolbar. Then,
click Edit or
in the General
heading bar.

2 If desired, provide additional background information about the
project in the boxes provided.
The New File worksheet prompts you to describe the building,
its owner, and the person performing the analysis. These
entries are optional, but can be useful for distinguishing one
project from another because the information you provide will
appear on reports.
3 When finished, click Next.

Figure 4-2 Name your project and provide additional information, if desired
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Selecting a weather location

Each weather profile
describes the design wetbulb and dry-bulb
temperatures, barometric
pressures, wind velocities,
ground reflectance,
saturation curves, and cloud
cover for a specific
geographic location. System
Analyzer uses this
information to calculate
conduction, solar, infiltration,
and ventilation loads.

Having named the project file, the next task is to identify the
geographic location of the project (Figure 4-3). Recall that the
office building will be built in Tampa,Florida.
1 Click the appropriate tab to display the desired map (the US in
this case).
2 Select the desired region by clicking its option button (South
East in this case). Then click the Next button at the bottom of
the screen to continue.
3 From the list provided, select the city that is geographically
closes to the location of the project (Tampa, Florida in this
case). The program displays the typical summer and winter
design conditions for your selection. You can replace the values
shown by typing new ones that more closely match the design
conditions for the project.
4 Click Finish to continue.

Figure 4-3 Name your project and provide additional information, if desired
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5 Step 2—Choose a Building Type
In the previous chapter, you created and named a new project file
and then chose a geographic location with the appropriate
weather profile. In this chapter, you’ll define the four-story office
building in our tutorial.

Describing the building
1 In the “project navigation” pane on the Choose Building Type
screen (Figure 5-1, p. 5–2), expand the Office Buildings section
of the list and click 3–6 Story. Then click OK.
In System Analyzer, each building type is a template that
provides default values describing the building’s size,
construction, internal loads, and utilization schedules (that is,
when and for how long internal loads and system events
occur).
Most entries can be edited to more closely match the design
details of the project. In some cases, such as this tutorial, the
defaults may be accurate enough for a preliminary analysis.

Refer to online Help to find
out more about the default
values in each “building
type” template.

2 Review the template defaults for 3-to-6-story office buildings.
These defaults are organized on the series of worksheets
represented by the items under Building in the Alternative 1 list
(Figure 5-1). To move between worksheets, do one of the
following:
● Click a link at the bottom of the “project details” pane to

move to the previous or next worksheet.
● Select the desired building worksheet from the Alternative

list in “project navigation” pane.
When you’re ready to continue, open the Schedules worksheet
and proceed to the next section.
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Figure 5-1 Choosing a building type opens a template of completed-but-editable worksheets
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Working with building utilization schedules

Each schedule represents
the system events and
building loads that occur
during three types of days: a
typical weekday (Monday
through Friday), a typical
Saturday, and a typical
Sunday. Each of these “day
type” schedules can be
edited independently from
the others.

Utilization schedules play an important role in determining a
building’s load profiles and energy consumption: They define
when and for how long internal loads and system events occur.
Both affect energy use.
The System Analyzer program provides seven customizable
building load schedules (Figure 5-2): people/occupancy, lights,
miscellaneous equipment (computers and photocopiers, for
example), infiltration, ventilation, base utilities, and domestic hot
water. There’s also a “summary” schedule, which provides a
helpful overview.
To view a specific schedule, do one of the following:
■ Click one of the tabs (Lights, for example) near the top of the

screen.

Figure 5-2 System Analyzer provides seven customizable building utilization schedules
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■ On the Summary tab, scroll to the desired schedule type and

click Edit next to the Weekday, Saturday, or Sunday graph.
Figure 5-3 summarizes how to modify and save a schedule so that
it’s available for other projects. But for the office building in this
tutorial, we’ll use the default schedules in the “3–6 Story Office
Building” template.

Figure 5-3 Edit an existing schedule and save it for use in other projects
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Step 3—Choose Airside System(s)
The next step is to describe how conditioned air will be delivered
to (and removed from) the occupied space. There are a few things
to keep in mind:
■ You must choose at least one airside system (System 1).
■ You can pick a second airside system (System 2) if a different

system will serve any of the building’s five thermal zones.
■ Each zone can only be served by one airside system.

Describing the method of air distribution
For the office building in our tutorial, the first alternative under
consideration consists of a variable-air-volume system with
reheat (System 1 in this case) to serve the interior zone and a
parallel-fan-powered VAV system (System 2) to serve the
perimeter zones. Makeup-air units will serve both airside
systems.
Don’t forget that you can use
the hyperlinks at the bottom
of the “project details” pane
to “page” through
worksheets until you reach
the one you want.

1 Open the Airside System #1 worksheet (Figure 6-1, p. 6–2). To
do so, expand the Airside System(s) portion of the Alternative 1
list and click Choose airside system under System 1.
2 Expand the Variable Volume section of the list of airside
system types and select Variable Volume Reheat (30% Min
Flow Default). Then click OK.
Like building types, each airside system type is a template that
provides default details about airside operating conditions, fan
types, and various airside options (exhaust-air energy recovery
and optimum start/stop, for example).
Refer to online Help to find out more about the default values
in each “airside system type” template.
3 Review the template defaults on the Fans and Energy/Control
Options worksheets. Most entries can be changed to better
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Figure 6-1 Choosing the air distribution method for an airside system

match the design details of the project, but the default values
are acceptable for the preliminary analysis in this tutorial.
4 To add makeup air to our VAV system (System 1), open the
Makeup-Air Unit worksheet (Figure 6-2) and select the Use
Makeup-Air Unit check box. We’ll keep the default values, so
let’s turn our attention to System 2.
5 Click Add/Remove Additional System >> at the bottom of
the Makeup-Air Unit worksheet. Then select the Use System
2 in this alternative check box (Figure 6-3) and click Choose
Airside System…>>.
6 Expand the Variable Volume section of the list of airside
system types, select Parallel Fan-Powered VAV, and click OK.
continues on p. 6–4
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Figure 6-2 Adding makeup air to an airside system

Figure 6-3 Adding a second airside system (System 2)
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We’ll use the default values in the template, but if you wish,
review the information on the Fans and Energy/Control Options
worksheets for System 2.
7 To add makeup air to System 2, open the Makeup-Air Unit
worksheet and select the Use Makeup-Air Unit check box. As
in System 1, we’ll use the default values.

Assigning zones to an airside system
Recall from Chapter 2 that a building in System Analyzer is divided
into five thermal zones (see p. 2–4). By default, the program
assigns all five zones to System 1, regardless of whether you add
a second system.
To assign one or more zones to System 2:
1 Open the Zone Assignment worksheet.
Notice that all five zones in the building plan view under the
System 1 schematic are solid-colored dark blue, which
indicates that they’re currently assigned to System 1.
You can reassign a zone from
one airside system to the
other at any time.

2 To reassign one or more of these zones to System 2, click the
desired zone in the building plan view under the System 2
schematic.
For this tutorial, assign the four perimeter zones to System 2.
When finished, your screen should match Figure 6-4.
Ready to continue? Click the Plants Overview link and go to the
next chapter.
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Figure 6-4 Zone assignments for the office building in this tutorial
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7 Step 4—Choose Cooling and Heating Plant(s)
Next, we’ll choose the cooling and/or heating “plants”—that is,
the equipment that either directly or indirectly cools, heats, or
otherwise conditions the air that’s delivered to the zones.
Once again, there are a few things to keep in mind:
■ You must choose at least one piece of cooling or heating

equipment (Plant 1).
■ You can choose a second piece of equipment (Plant 2) if you

defined two airside systems.
Use this approach if each airside system will be served by
different cooling/heating equipment.
Note: Adding Plant 2 also can be useful for separating the
energy consumption of each airside system when both are
served by the same cooling/heating equipment. In this case,
choose identical equipment for Plant 1 and Plant 2.
■ Plant 3 is reserved for makeup-air equipment, even if Plant 2 is

undefined. Use it when an airside system includes makeup air
that’s provided by a dedicated unit, which is separate from the
cooling/heating equipment.

Describing cooling and heating equipment
From the scenario outlined in Chapter 4 (p. 4–1), you know that
the VAV systems in Alternative 1 are served by a small chilled
water system. You’ll need these details to define the cooling/
heating plant: a water-cooled helical-rotary chiller will provide
chilled water for cooling, a gas-fired boiler will provide hot water
for heating, and a rooftop air conditioner with gas heat will
provide conditioned makeup air.
1 With the Alternative 1 Plants Overview worksheet displayed,
click Choose cooling equipment ….
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Figure 7-1 Choosing the cooling equipment in a plant

2 Expand the Chiller Plant section of the Choose/Change
Equipment list, select 1 Chiller at ARI and click Next.
On the Equipment Type worksheet (Figure 7-1), you’ll see
that your choice defaults to a helical-rotary chiller with a watercooled condenser and a cooling capacity that exceeds
130 tons.
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System Analyzer
automatically assigns each
equipment and plant a
percentage of the building’s
design cooling load. For
example, if one cooling plant
with two chillers serves the
entire building, then each
chiller will be assigned
50 percent of the total
building cooling load.
(continues on next page)

3 Click Finish at the bottom of the Equipment Type worksheet to
complete your choice.
Like building types and airside systems types, each equipment
type is a template that provides default details about capacity,
efficiency, control strategies, equipment options, and auxiliary
equipment, such as pumps.
4 Review the template defaults on the Equipment Controls/
Details and Miscellaneous Clg Accessories worksheets
(Figure 7-2). Most entries can be changed to better match the
design details for a specific project, but in this case, we’ll use
the default values for the chiller and its pumps (which the
program added automatically).

Figure 7-2 Review cooling equipment defaults and edit if necessary
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(continued from p. 7–3)
If you want to change the
assigned loads, click the
Calculate button at the top
of the screen. The program
will provide a breakdown of
the cooling, heating, and
makeup-air loads for each
airside system, enabling you
to redistribute these loads
between equipment
and plants.

5 Adding the boiler to Plant 1 involves the same basic steps that
you used to add the chiller: Select an equipment category
(Boiler) and pick a specific equipment type (Gas Fired Hot
Water Boiler), as shown in Figure 7-3.
Then review the default values for heating equipment controls/
details and miscellaneous accessories, and make any changes
needed, such as sizing the hot water pump. In this case, we’ll
use the defaults.

Figure 7-3 Adding heating equipment to a plant
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Now that you’ve defined the cooling and heating equipment in
Plant 1, let’s turn our attention to the rooftop air conditioner that
will provide our office building with makeup air.

Adding makeup-air equipment
Remember that both of the airside systems that we defined in
Chapter 6 include makeup air. In this case, outdoor air brought
into the building will be preconditioned by a rooftop air conditioner
with gas heat. Also recall that System Analyzer reserves Plant 3
for makeup-air equipment, even if Plant 2 is undefined.
To model makeup-air equipment:
1 On the Plants Overview worksheet, click Add/Remove
Plant 3. Then select the Use a makeup-air unit plant for this
alternative check box on the Add/Remove Makeup Air Plant
worksheet (Figure 7-4, p. 7–6).
2 Define the cooling equipment for Plant 3. For our example,
select Air-Cooled Unitary as the equipment category and
Industrial Rooftop IPAK 20+ Ton Scroll as the equipment
type (Figure 7-5, p. 7–7). Then click Finish to save your
selection.
3 Not shown: In the same manner, define the heating
equipment for Plant 3. To represent the gas furnace in the
rooftop air conditioner, select Gas-Fired Heat Exchanger as
the equipment category and then pick Rooftop Gas Heat as
the equipment type. Click Finish to save your selection.
Note: Although we omitted this step for the tutorial, it’s good
practice to review the details on the cooling and heating
equipment worksheets to make sure that the default values
are acceptable for your analysis.
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Figure 7-4 Adding Plant 3 to model makeup-air equipment
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Figure 7-5 Adding cooling equipment to the makeup-air plant

Assigning an airside system to a plant
Just as the program initially assigns all building zones to Airside
System 1, it assigns all airside systems (including makeup air) to
the equipment in Plant 1. When you define more than one plant,
you need to identify which airside systems the other plants serve.
To reassign the makeup-air systems to Plant 3:
1 Open the System Assignments worksheet.
Notice that both airside systems, as well as the makeup air for
each of these systems, are currently assigned to Plant 1.
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2 Under Plant 3, click Airside System 1 Makeup-Air Unit and
Airside System 2 Makeup-Air Unit to reassign them to
Plant 3 (Figure 7-6).

Figure 7-6 System assignments for the plants in this tutorial
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Step 5—Define Utility Rates
So far, the information you provided about the office building and
the HVAC system in Alternative 1 enables System Analyzer to
estimate the monthly energy consumption. But to estimate the
cost of this energy, you’ll need to provide the program with
information about the utility rates. This information will be
archived, by utility company, in the “utility rates” library so that
you can reuse it in other analysis projects.
In this chapter, you’ll find out how to create a utility company,
describe the utility rates, and define rate schedules.

Adding a utility company
When you first install System Analyzer, the “utility rates” library
contains only one sample utiliy. It’s up to you to provide the
relevant information about the utility companies that will serve the
buildings you analyze.
Our fictitious office building in Tampa, Florida will use Southeast
Power for electricity and gas service. To add Southeast Power to
the library:
1 On the Utilities worksheet, click Manage Utility Companies.
2 In the Manage Utility Companies dialog box, click Add ….
3 In the Add Utility Company dialog box, type Southeast
Power in the Name box.
4 Next, identify what types of utility service the company
provides. For Southeast Power, select Electric Consumption,
Electric Demand, and Gas. Each selection adds a tab that will
be used to define the utility rates for that service (Figure 8-1,
p. 8–2). See “Defining utility rates” on p. 8–3.
5 The building owner will be charged $115.50 each month,
regardless of energy usage, so type this value in the Customer
Charge box.
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Figure 8-1 Adding a utility company to the System Analyzer library

… And click Add
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Defining utility rates
Table 8-1 summarizes the information that you’ll use to define
Southeast Power’s rates for electricity and gas. Notice that the
electric rates are seasonal and subject to the time of day.

Table 8-1 Utility rates for Southeast Power 1
Energy charge

Rate period

Utility type

Rate type

Value

Unit

Begins

Ends

Electric consumption

On peak 2

$

0.1396

kWh

May 1

Oct 31

Off peak

$

0.0325

kWh

On peak 2

$

0.1155

kWh

Nov 1

Apr 30

0.0214

kWh
Jan 1

Dec 31

Jan 1

Dec 31

Electric demand

Gas

Off peak

$

On peak 2

$ 10.55

kW

Off peak

$

7.50

kW

Stepped

$

0.4845

therm

Customer charge for all services

$ 115.50

month

1 The

data shown here is provided to help illustrate how to define utility rates in System Analyzer. It
is only valid within the context of this tutorial.

2 On-peak

hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday. All other hours and days are off peak.

With the Add Utility Company dialog box displayed:
1 Click the Electric Consumption tab to bring it to the
foreground and select Time of Day as the rate type.
2 Southeast Power’s energy charges for electricity are seasonal.
To add a second set of rates, select the Use Secondary
Season check box and use the From and To lists to define its
duration. For this tutorial, we used November through April as
the secondary season.
3 Type the on-peak and off-peak rates (from Table 8-1) in the
appropriate text boxes.
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Figure 8-2 Defining seasonal time-of-day rates for electric consumption

Make sure that the rates you enter under Secondary ($/kWh)
coincide with the range of months that you defined as the
secondary season (Figure 8-2).
We’ll also need to create a time-of-day schedule (see p. 8–6)
and assign it to these rates; but for this tutorial, let’s first enter
the electric demand and gas rates on the appropriate tabs.
4 Click the Electric Demand tab, and enter 10.55 as the on-peak
rate and 7.50 as the off-peak rate (Figure 8-3). These rates
apply year-round, so there’s no need to define a secondary
Figure 8-3 Electric demand entries for this tutorial
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Figure 8-4 Adding a gas rate

season. We’ll come back to this tab in a moment to assign a
time-of-day schedule.
5 Southeast Power charges one stepped rate of $0.4845 per
therm for gas. To provide System Analyzer with this
information, click the Gas tab and click the Add … button next
to the Rate list box (Figure 8-4).
6 Type 0.4845 in the Rate box and select the Final Rate/Cutoff
check box to indicate that it’s the only gas rate that Southeast
Power charges (Figure 8-4). Click OK.
All that’s left to complete the description of Southeast Power is
to create and assign the time-of-day schedule for the electric
consumption and demand rates.
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Creating a time-of-day schedule
A time-of-day (TOD) schedule “tells” System Analyzer when to
apply on-peak and off-peak utility rates. To create the time-of-day
schedule for Southeast Power:
1 With the Add Utility Company dialog box still open, click the
Electric Consumption tab to bring it to the foreground.
2 Click Manage Company Schedules … and then click Add …
in the Manage Company Schedules dialog box.
3 In the Add/Edit Time-of-Day Schedule dialog box, type
Southeast Power TOD in the Name box.
The remaining entries let you define on-peak and off-peak
hours for three types of days: Weekday, Saturday, and Sunday
(Figure 8-5). By default, Saturday and Sunday are entirely off
peak, while on-peak hours for a weekday begin at 8 a.m. and
end at 5 p.m. You also can define a second season if the on/offpeak schedule is in effect for only part of the year.
4 Southeast Power’s year-round TOD schedule designates 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m. on weekdays as on peak; all other hours are off peak,

Figure 8-5 Defining on-peak and off-peak hours in a time-of-day schedule
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as are Saturdays and Sundays. With Weekday selected as the
day type:
● Change AM Hour 8–9 to Off peak.
● Change PM Hours 5–6,6–7, 7–8, and 8–9 to On peak.
● Click OK to save your changes and close the Manage

Company Schedules dialog box.
5 To assign the newly created TOD schedule to consumption
charges for electricity, select Southeast Power TOD from the
Schedule list (Figure 8-6).
Remember that each utility
company you define is
stored in a separate library
so that it’s available to any of
your System Analyzer
projects.

6 The TOD schedule also applies to demand charges, so click the
Electric Demand tab and select Southeast Power TOD as the
schedule.
7 This completes our definition of Southeast Power, so click OK
to close the Add Utility Company dialog box. Then click Close
to return to the Utility Rates worksheet.

Figure 8-6 Assigning a TOD schedule to a utility type
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Assigning utility companies to utilities
Drop-down lists on the Utility Rates worksheet make it easy to
assign a utility company to each type of utility in a project. For this
tutorial, use the adjacent Company list to select Southeast
Power as the utility company for electric consumption, electric
demand, and gas (Figure 8-7).
Note: Each Company list displays only the utility companies
whose definitions include the selected utility type. For example,
the Company list adjacent to the gas utility type will only show
the utility companies with defined gas rates.

Figure 8-7 Assigning a utility company to a utility type
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Step 6—Define HVAC Costs
Operating costs for energy are only one element in a life-cycle
cost comparison of prospective HVAC systems. It’s also important
to consider the costs of purchasing, installing, and maintaining the
system over its service life.
The Costs worksheet prompts you for details about equipment
cost and recurring or additional depreciable costs. It also shows
the program’s default values for economic factors, such as
depreciation life, cost of capital, replacement cost, and mortgage
interest rate. The more information you provide about the costs
related to a prospective system, the more realistic the resulting
life-cycle cost comparison will be.
Let’s complete the description of Alternative 1 by providing the
HVAC costs for the chilled water/VAV system.
1 The design engineer estimates that it will cost $9/sq ft to
purchase and install the equipment. Enter this information as
the Equipment Installed Cost on the Costs worksheet.
2 Similarly, the design engineer estimates the annual
maintenance cost as $50/ton. Enter this information as the
Yearly Maintenance Expense.
When finished, your Costs worksheet should match the one in
Figure 9-1 (p. 9–2).
At this point, you could click the Calculate button (at the top of
the screen) and System Analyzer would compute the design
cooling and heating loads, coil capacities, airflows, as well as the
monthly energy consumption and utility costs for the chilled
water/VAV system in Alternative 1.
But our ultimate objective is to provide the owner of our fictitious
office building with a life-cycle cost comparison of two
prospective systems. In the next chapter, you’ll learn how to add
an alternative to your project.
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Figure 9-1 Adding cost information to an alternative
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10 Step 7—Add an Alternative
Remember that our scenario (p. 4–1) identified two alternatives
for the HVAC system in our four-story office building: a small
chilled water/VAV system, which we defined as Alternative 1; and
a high-efficiency water-source heat pump, which we will define as
Alternative 2.
To include the water-source heat pump system in the project
analysis, we must define another alternative. Here’s how:
1 Click the Home button at the top of the screen to display an
overview of the project (Figure 10-1). Then click Create a new
alternative ….
2 On the Create New Alternative worksheet (Figure 10-2,
p. 10–2), provide a brief description of the new alternative in
the box provided.
Note: Providing a description for each alternative is optional …
But doing so will help you distinguish between alternatives
when viewing output reports.

Figure 10-1 Adding an alternative from the project Home view
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Figure 10-2 Creating a new alternative and identifying its relationship to an existing alternative

The Create New Alternative worksheet provides several
options to help you quickly define the building, airside
system(s), plant(s), and utilities for the new alternative using
information that you already provided for an existing
alternative. The options for each section are as follows:
● New. Choosing this option gives you a blank worksheet to

complete from scratch. Select “New” for a section if the
new alternative differs completely from the alternatives that
you already created.
● Use. Select this option to mirror all of the information from

the same section of another alternative, which you select
from the adjacent list. You will be able to view the mirrored
information in the new alternative, but you won’t be able to
edit it. Any changes made to the mirrored section of the
“source” alternative will be reflected in the new alternative.
● Base On. Picking this option copies the information from

the “source” alternative (selected from the adjacent list)
and pastes it into the new one, allowing you to edit it.
Choose this option if the new alternative will be similar, but
not identical, to an existing alternative.
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3 For our tutorial, the System and Plant sections of the second
alternative are entirely different than Alternative 1, so select
New in each of those sections.
For the Building and Utilities sections, select Use to mirror
the information in Alternative 1. (If our project contained more
than one alternative, you would also use the Alternative list to
identify which of the existing alternatives you want to mirror.)
At this point, your screen should match ours (Figure 10-2).
4 Click Finish to return to the Home screen (Figure 10-3). The
overview of our project now shows two alternatives. From the
pictorial summary of Alternative 2, we can see that the building
and utilities sections use the information in Alternative 1, while
the airside systems and cooling/heating plants haven’t been
defined yet.
5 Let’s start with the airside system for our second alternative.
On the Home screen, click the box labeled No Airside
System 1 to display the airside system(s) overview for
Alternative 2.
6 Click Choose Airside System … and then select Water
Source Heat Pump from the Constant Volume category in the
list of system types.

Figure 10-3 Interpreting the pictorial summary of an alternative
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This system will not include makeup air and it will serve the
entire office building, so use the “project navigation” pane to
skip to the Plants Overview worksheet for Alternative 2
(Figure 10-4).
7 Click Choose cooling equipment …. Select Water source
heat pump from the equipment categories list and click Next.

Figure 10-4 Selecting the airside system for Alternative 2
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Then select Water Source–High Eff from the equipment
types list and click Finish (Figure 10-5).
8 To define the heating equipment for this alternative, click
Choose heating … under Plant 1 in the project navigation
pane. Then select Boiler as the equipment category and GasFired Hot Water Boiler as the equipment type (Figure 10-6,
p. 10–6). Click Finish.
Figure 10-5 Selecting the cooling equipment for Alternative 2–Plant 1
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Figure 10-6 Selecting the heating equipment for Alternative 2–Plant 1

9 Use the navigation link in the lower right corner of the screen
to page forward to the Utility Rates worksheet (Figure 10-7).
“Alternative Relationship: Use Alternative 1,” displayed near
the top of this worksheet, reminds us that this section uses
the information from Alternative 1. As a result, none of the
entries can be edited.
Note: To revise any of these entries, you must first choose a
different option (“new” or “based on”) using the Change
Relationship command.
10 All that remains is to define the costs for this alternative. On
the Costs worksheet, enter $4/sq ft as the installed cost and
$72/ton as the yearly maintenance cost (Figure 10-8).
continues on p. 10–8
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Figure 10-7 Utility Rates worksheet that results from the Use Alternative 1 option

Figure 10-8 Defining costs for Alternative 2
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Figure 10-9 Summary of the completed project

Now that the definition of the second alternative is complete, click
the Calculate button at the top of the screen (Figure 10-9).
System Analyzer will perform the simulations that will ultimately
yield a life-cycle cost comparison.
In the next chapter, we’ll review the reports that result from a
System Analyzer analysis.
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Tutorial
Analysis results
System Analyzer™ makes it easy to evaluate different HVAC
systems based on energy and economic comparisons. Of course,
a comparative analysis is only helpful if the results are presented
in a way that’s readily understood by everyone on the
project team.
Chapters 11–12 provide examples of the reports and graphs that
are available when you complete a System Analyzer analysis. Be
sure to familiarize yourself with these documents so that you can
use them to best advantage when sharing analysis results.
Note: The example reports and graphs in this section result from
the fictitious analysis project that was described in Chapters 4–10.
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11 Tabular Reports
The most difficult aspect of choosing the right HVAC system
for a particular application isn’t entering the data into an analysis
program: It’s interpreting the analysis results and evaluating them
based on project goals and constraints. Well-constructed reports
that quantify the energy and economic performance of
prospective system designs can ease the decision-making
process.
At the end of Chapter 10, System Analyzer performed the
calculations necessary to compare the two candidate systems for
our fictitious, four-story office building: a chilled water system
with variable-volume air distribution (Alternative 1) and a highefficiency water-source heat pump system (Alternative 2). In this
chapter, you’ll see how the program organizes the calculation
results into a series of tabular reports.

Viewing or printing reports
After completing its calculations, System Analyzer displays a
Reports screen that lists the available reports (Figure 11-1, p. 11–2)
and organizes them into two categories:
■ Calculated reports, which document the results of the

program’s computations (outputs); and,
You can export the results of
your analysis in several
formats: Microsoft Word
.doc, rich text format .rtf,
Microsoft Excel .xls, Adobe
Acrobat .pdf, Crystal Reports
.rpt, or GLHEPRO heat
exchanger design .gt#. To
export the current report,
while previewing it, click
in the “reports” toolbar.

■ Entered values reports, which document the data that the

program used to perform these computations (inputs).
The Reports screen makes it easy to preview or print several
reports at once. Simply select the check box next to the report
title, and then click the appropriate button.
When you preview reports in this manner, they’re displayed
in a separate “tabbed reports” window (Figure 11-2, p. 11–2).
Clicking one of the tabs near the top of the window brings the
corresponding report to the foreground. You can also open an
individual report by selecting it from the Reports list in the
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Figure 11-1 Use the Reports screen to select the results you want to preview or print

Figure 11-2 Reports are displayed in a “tabbed reports” window or in the “project details” pane
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“project navigation” pane. In both cases, a special “reports”
toolbar lets you print the current report, refresh or search its
content, or export it for use elsewhere.
The rest of this chapter introduces you to System Analyzer’s
reports using the results from our tutorial analysis.

Calculated reports
Title/summary

Use the selection recap
for each alternative to verify
that it shows the choices you
intended for the building,
airside systems, and cooling/
heating plants.

As its name implies, this report (Figure 11-3, p. 11–4) provides a
high-level summary of the project. It recaps the selections in each
alternative, shows the total energy use and energy costs for the
building, and states the life-cycle payback on investment.
The Title/Summary report also indicates the environmental impact
of each alternative and conveniently summarizes the data needed
to use the ENERGY STAR® benchmarking tool (www.energystar.gov)
for building performance—information which some states require
for compliance with their building codes.

Design load summary
Review the Design Load Summary report for a detailed
breakdown of the building loads on the main cooling and heating
coils. The report from our tutorial (Figure 11-4, p. 11–5) allows us
to make two important observations:
■ Despite their identical building details, the cooling and heating

loads of the two alternatives differ. That’s because the load
calculation method is determined by the type of airside
system. Building loads are always calculated as block loads for
VAV systems (Alternative 1) and as peak loads for water-source
heat pump systems (Alternative 2).
Note: Block load equals the largest simultaneous load that’s
“seen” by all cooling coils. Peak load equals the sum of the
highest loads “seen” by each of the cooling coils regardless of
when they occur. Check online Help to discover which load
calculation methodology is preassigned to a particular airside
system.
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■ The dedicated makeup-air unit in Alternative 1 lowers the

ventilation load on the main coils by preconditioning the
entering outdoor air. This effect is represented by the negative
Figure 11-3 Title/Summary report provides a convenient overview of analysis results
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ventilation load values for cooling and heating design and is
identified by the “Includes the impact of optional ventilation”
note at the end of the report.
Figure 11-4 Design Load Summary report provides a detailed breakdown of cooling and heating loads
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System summary
The first page (Figure 11-5) of this multiple-page report provides
a side-by-side comparison of the monthly coil loads for each
alternative, as well as the outdoor, cooling, and heating supply
airflows for each system.

Use the navigation buttons
at the top of the report to
page forward and back.

Each succeeding page (Figure 11-6) in the report details the
operation of each system in each alternative, showing how many
hours the system operates at various percentages of the design
load. This profile results from the combination of building
utilization schedules, airside system selections, and control
strategies (energy-saving economizers or fan cycling, for
example).
Closely examining these detailed profiles can help you determine
whether the airside systems are operating as you expect.

Figure 11-5 Find a monthly coil load profile and airflow summary on the first page of the System report
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Figure 11-6 Detailed operating profiles for each airside system also appear in the System report

Heating Load
Capacity
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Equipment energy consumption
Consult the Equipment Energy Consumption report for an
itemized breakdown, month by month, of the energy used by the
cooling, heating, and air-moving equipment (including
accessories, such as pumps) in each alternative. This report also
summarizes energy consumption and demand by utility type and
time of day (that is, on-peak versus off-peak).
Use this report to identify which equipment is contributing most
(or least) to the overall energy consumption of each alternative.
For example, when we compare the gas consumption of the two
alternatives in our tutorial, we find that Alternative 2 did not
consume any gas because the water-source heat pump loop
satisfies the entire heating load (Figure 11-7).
The Equipment Energy Consumption report also can help you
discover whether control strategies, such as economizing and
setpoint reset, are delivering the expected energy savings.

Cash flow summary
The three remaining calculated reports document the economic
results of the analysis, providing financial evidence to support
your determination of the best alternative.
The Cash Flow Summary report is exactly that: a summary of the
expenses (and savings) attributable to an alternative for each year
of the analysis period. At minimum, the report shows the yearly
utility and maintenance costs, cash flow effect, and net present
value (Figure 11-8, p. 11–10).

Economic comparison
You’ll find this report to be invaluable for cost-based comparisons
of alternatives. It shows the installed cost, first- and final-year
utility costs, first- and final-year maintenance costs, and life-cycle
cost for each alternative. It also compares Alternative 1 to each
additional alternative in the project. The comparison reports the
differences in first cost and life-cycle cost, as well as the simple
payback period, net present value, life-cycle payback, and internal
rate of return.
Figure 11-9 (p. 11–11) shows the economic comparison of the
alternatives for our fictitious office building: the chilled water plant
in Alternative 1 versus the water-source heat pump system in
Alternative 2. Both simple and life-cycle payback values show that
continues on p. 11–11
11–8
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Figure 11-7 Use the Equipment Energy Consumption report to identify energy-saving opportunities
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Figure 11-8 Cash Flow Summary report documents yearly cash flow for each alternative
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Figure 11-9 Use the Economic Comparison report to demonstrate each alternative’s financial performance

the chilled water plant in Alternative 1 does not yield a satisfactory
return on investment when compared to the WSHP system in
Alternative 2. The report also confirms that the WSHP system has
the lowest life-cycle cost. Overall, it appears that Alternative 2 is
the best choice for this scenario.

Utility summary
The last of System Analyzer’s calculated reports, the Utility Cost
Summary (Figure 11-10, p. 11–12), shows the monthly energy
costs for the first year of operation. The costs are categorized by
utility type and alternative.
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Figure 11-10 Check the Utility Cost Summary report for monthly energy costs by utility type
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Entered values reports
In addition to documenting calculation results, System Analyzer
reports the data that it used to perform the calculations. The data
consists of the values you provided as well as information from
the appropriate templates.
There’s an “entered values” report for each section of the
alternative (Figure 11-11), with the Economics report recording
both the utility rate definitions and the economic parameters that
were used to determine the costs related to each alternative. A
separate Schedules report details the building utilization and
control schedules that were applied to simulate energy use.
Printing these reports can make it easier to point out the
differences between alternatives and to identify refinements to
the design. These reports also can be useful for determining the
reason for unexpected results.

Figure 11-11 Use the “entered values” reports to help refine your designs
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12 Graphs
The underlying truth to the adage that “a picture’s worth a
thousand words” also applies to columns of numbers. Graphing
the results of a comparative analysis can make it easier to
interpret and evaluate the performance of each alternative.
System Analyzer includes a Graphs utility to help you present the
analysis results as clearly and effectively as possible. The utility
includes five 2D default graphs (Figure 12-1, p. 12–2):
■ Building electric demand/consumption cost comparison
■ Building electric monthly demand costs by equipment
■ Building electric monthly energy costs by equipment
■ Building energy cost comparison by utility type
■ Monthly HVAC energy

You can customize a predefined graph or create a new one from
scratch. In either case, you also have the option of saving the
custom graph for use in other System Analyzer projects.

Opening the Graphs utility

The Graphs utility is only
available after you provide
enough information for
System Analyzer to generate
analysis results when you
click the Calculate button.

To open the Graphs utility, click the Graphs button in the toolbar
at the top of the main System Analyzer window (Figure 12-2,
p. 12–3). By default, the utility displays a graphical comparison of
the building’s demand and consumption costs for electricity.
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Figure 12-1 Default graphs for analysis results
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Displaying a predefined graph

To update graphs
automatically, open the View
menu and select
Auto refresh.

To display a different predefined graph, select it from the dropdown list at the bottom of the window (Figure 12-2); then click
Draw. The list includes the five default graphs (listed on p. 12–1),
plus any customized graphs that you create and save.

Figure 12-2 Opening the Graphs utility in System Analyzer
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Printing or exporting graphs
To print one or more of the saved graphs, or to export them as
bitmap images:
1 With the Graphs screen displayed, open the File menu and
click Print saved graphs.
2 Select the desired graphs from the list on the left side of the
Print dialog box (Figure 12-3).
3 Select the Print graphs to hardcopy check box for printouts of
the graph(s) you chose. (Or, clear this check box if you only
want to export each selected graph.)
4 To export each selected graph as Windows bitmap (.bmp) and/
or portable network graphics (.png) file, select the appropriate
check box(es).
Figure 12-3 Printing graphs or exporting them as bitmapped images
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5 Click OK to complete your selection.
If you chose to make printed copies of the graphs, a Page Setup
dialog box opens so that you can reposition the graph on the page
and/or choose a different printer.
When you save (export) graphs as bitmapped images, the
program uses the name of the System Analyzer project to identify
the files and reports their location (Figure 12-3).
Note: Although you can display the graphed data as a table, you
can’t print the table. As a work-around, transfer the table contents
to the worksheet of a spreadsheet program, such as Microsoft
Excel. Use keyboard shortcuts to copy (CTRL+C) your selection
and paste (CTRL+V) it into the worksheet.

Customizing a graph

If the settings aren’t
displayed when you start the
Graphs utility, open the View
menu and select Settings.

The settings on the left side of the Graphs screen show you
what the current graph represents. But perhaps more importantly,
you can alter these settings to change the graph’s appearance
(unstacking the bars, making them 3D, or showing a table of the
plotted data) or scope (showing a single alternative or including/
excluding specific equipment).
Figure 12-4 (p. 12–6) briefly explains the purpose of each of the
Graphs utility settings. For more information, consult online Help.
Note: To repaint the graph based on your changes, click the Draw
button at the bottom of the Graphs utility screen … or open the
View menu and select Auto Refresh to automatically update the
graph with each change.
Once you customize a default graph, you can add it to the list of
available graphs. Simply click the Save button at the bottom of
screen and give the new graph a name when prompted. (The
program prevents you from overwriting the default graphs.)
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Figure 12-4 Use the Graph utility settings to customize any default graph
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